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For those who have
hunted armed men
-training will never be the same-

Founded by former members of DELTA FORCE,
TigerSwan specializes in conducting
the most realistic combat training possible.
MTTs and regularly scheduled courses are offered at our range in the Fort Bragg area.

Call today for more information (919) 439-7110 or visit www.TigerSwan.biz
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SIT REP
Hollywood, Let Realism Rewrite the Script.
We dedicated this issue to BLACK The Web Series. I never would have thought growing up that I would ever be military advisor in a movie much less act in them. No, I grew up
cursing all of the uniform mistakes that Hollywood is known
for. As a military uniform collector I could glance at a scene
and find something wrong. Things like identifying post 1945
helmet liners in WWII movies earn me evil glances from
my wife. But when I started working as a military advisor
I started understanding how these mistakes would evolve.
Since a scene maybe shot up to 20 times or more, you try
to reset everything as best as you can. And the actors don’t
help much since they have no clue. However, the mistakes
happen when they start splicing the scene together weeks
later after the filming is over. The military advisor is no longer
there to point out the errors.
I was working on a set where I trained a group of actors to
conduct a breach of an Iraqi home. I trained them hard for
hours in the 110 degree sun in full battle rattle. They were
tired they donned their gear at 0600 hrs and I would not let
them gear down even between the scenes during breaks.
They were taught that no matter what they had to clear the
fatal funnel fast when entering the doorway and finish the
task. So on the first take at 1600 hrs, the breacher checked
the door and the team leader gave the nod. The breacher
decided to kick in the door instead of shouldering it. The
breacher realized this mistake as his foot passed through a
panel in the door. The team leader grabbed him threw him
out of the way and made the entry without a second thought
charging over pieces of the door and other debris that had
fallen behind the door. The remaining team entered without
any hesitation. It was inspiring to see this team acting like
soldiers making a near fatal mistake, recovering the momentum, and finishing the task. I pulled the director aside and
told him that this is what it all about.
Surviving a mistake both builds and
tests the character of the team.
When we interviewed the Cast and
Crew of BLACK I learned that not
only that several of the actors had
special operations backgrounds but
that the director highly valued their
input and allowed various improvisations that other director would never
agree to. It was nice to see that from
time to time realism gets a chance to
rewrite the script.
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Frank
Ziede

The Man of BLACK
By Mark Anderson

I

couldn’t pass up the opportunity to sit
down with the guy who started it all.
With one season barely out of the gate,
BLACK has seen a lot of attention and
after talking with Frank, I believe we are I’ve always tried, as a writer and director, to stay focused on what I think is
only getting started.
my strength which is action. It is what I
So what motivated you to produce know, and what I love. I’m not making
romantic comedies any time soon. Not
BLACK?
that I haven’t thought about it. It’s just
I have always been a fan of action not something that I’ve ever wanted to
movies. I am a huge fan of films such go after. I’ve had a lot of people I trust
as Heat, Collateral, The Professional, tell me that when they see my work it
Blade Runner, and Aliens (the second feels a lot more like television. And I
one). The thing about all of these films remember early on something like that
is that they have a great level of ac- was kind of an insult. But now that I
tion. But it wasn’t action just for actions watch more and more TV such as,
sake. There was always a deep story. Breaking Bad, Walking Dead, SopraThere’s always something that is com- nos, you take your pick. There are so
pelling that drives the characters along. many good shows out there today that
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TV has become the highlight. We’re
seeing a massive shift now of A list film
actors who are seeking out TV shows
because it is a great medium to move
the story beyond a simple three act
structure. You can make it bigger and
larger and the scope of the story can
grow. So I took action and combined
it with a television format. I tried to get
a couple of features off the ground but
no one is going to give a new director
a bunch of money right off the bat. So
I decided to take the action to television and focus on something I thought
I would be passionate about and that
was BLACK. I wanted to create something that was about special forces and
clandestine operators who are the best

in their trade like a Mr. Gray character.
Someone who is not a steroid filled kind
of soldier but someone who can blend
in and in one moment be an incredible
tactician and in the next moment be a
stone cold killer. Also my grandfather
is one of the last surviving members of
Merrill marauders. His name is Frank
Ziede also, so I was always very impressed by the capabilities of special
operations.
You haven’t done any romantic comedies but you have done an action
comedy tell me about it?
Yeah so I’m a big fan of Heat. And
just like Ben Affleck did The Town and
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he calls it his homage to Heat. I did a
story called Rob which has about three
bank robbers. These robbers were first
time robbers, so they choose this bank
that doesn’t have a security guard or a
lot of customer flow. And the reason
for that is the bank is shutting down the
very next day. So basically the branch
is closing and they don’t have any money. The robbers don’t know this, so
they go in to rob the bank. And it just
gets worse from there as they continue
to make more and more mistakes.
Did you had any “happy mistakes”
while filming?
Mark Golden is a 15 year veteran of
the Navy Seals and was Mikal’s right
hand man in several of the episodes. He
was shooting a scene in a tile warehouse
he was supposed to fall back on some
scaffolding and come back forward but
instead he got kicked into some tiles. I
was yelling, “Get up… go get him”. And
Golden was right there and it was tough
trying to tell Golden as a Navy Seal to
get beaten up by this guy so that Max
Mullen’s character Duncan can come
through with the save. But there have
been a couple of times where we’ve had
these types of cinema magic moments.
What got you interested in becoming
a director?
Well, I am an Automotive Training
Facilitator. I teach people how the automotive industry operates and how
the sales process works. Anything that
8

has to do the automotive industry, that’s
what my background is. But I was an actor first. I started acting as a very young
kid. I attended the American Academy
of Dramatic Arts in Pasadena, California
and strangely enough also became a hip
hop choreographer for 7 or 8 years and
that led me to meet my wife. I’ve been
married for 11 years and she helped me
figure out what I loved and I love movies.
While I love acting it is not as important
to me as directing and storytelling. I’d do
a lot of my own story boards and I do a
lot of my own production in order to put
that vision on the screen. I started with
shorts and I got to work with a lot of very
nice, very talented people who were a
lot smarter than I was. They taught me
about what “depth of field” and “jumping the line” was. All these little bits and
pieces of filmmaking speech that no one

really tells you.
So talk to me a little bit about your
film company and your sponsors?
The name of my company is Power
Forward Films. I chose that name because I like to play hoops. I’m a diehard
Lakers fan. Also I truly believe to make
good films you just have to power forward and take the reins and go. There’s
a lot of people who will just talk. There
are phrases that I like such as “don’t
talk about it, be about it”, “the journey of
1000 miles begins with a single step”,
“start small, but start”. Opportunities
are out there just waiting for you, but
you have to be the catalyst and take
that first step. I met Mikal and he was
on board and he had an Army Reserve
friend who might be a able to get a helicopter and things just grew from there.

We called Blackhawk and they donated
a large amount of gear to us which was
really great for season one. We give
a great big thanks to Blackhawk. I really love their Serpa holsters. However
season two is going to deal more with
CQ B and urban operations so we need
more clandestine equipment. Which
brings us to our new sponsor for season two, who is not only providing gear
but interested in getting us out on their
social media sites. We are also good
friends with Stickerup.com and they
have really helped us out. There’s also
a Dark Angel Medical, CUMA Tactical,
and Web Tech Gear. Steve from Web
tech Gear co-designed the logo for
BLACK with me and he also designed
our upcoming t-shirt. Then there is a
Combat Swag who made the patch.
They’re a great company and donated
their time and energy. Also High Speed
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Gear donated chest rigs with double tacos which makes a great combat chest
rig. We are also talking with an automotive manufacturer who is interested and
supporting us in 2014.
So we will have to keep watching
to see who the season two sponsors
are and what calculated kaos Frank
has in store for the characters of
BLACK.
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No Excuses.
Interview of Mikal Vega from the web-series BLACK
By Thomas Leitner

Subject: Mikal Vega
Age: 41
Height: 75”
Weight: 230lbs
Location: Classified
Occupation: Actor,
Charity Founder
Service Record
Branch: US Navy
Time Served: 22.5 Years
Occupational Specialty:
SEAL Team Leader,
EOD Specialist

Y

ou would never guess Mikal’s background before he joined the Navy,
knowing that he was a part of SEAL Team 8. Most members of the
teams are Alphas, men that thrive on challenge and being the top of the
game. Mikal is no different in that aspect, but his game was a bit different
while growing up. He wasn’t into football, baseball, or wrestling. He wasn’t
a jock, wasn’t into anything that traditional alphas are into. He never had
to be the center of attention, but instead preferred to stay on the fringe to
observe everyone else. No, Mikal took a different path, a path that spoke
to his heart; he was deeply focused on acting, singing, and being an all
11

around nerd. But as fate would have it,
he followed in his father’s footsteps and
joined the Navy, starting out as an EOD
technician and eventually joining the
SEAL teams.
Growing up in Virginia Beach, Mikal
had to learn how to take care of himself as his father was often busy with
other areas of his life. This suited him
well however, as he was able to explore
his own passions and self-education.
School was hardly a challenge, often
he would find himself bored and underwhelmed with the subjects being taught.
Graduation brought a change though,
the fact that it was time to figure out
what he wanted to do with himself.
Not coming from a family of great fortune, there were few options. He chose to
join the Navy, and his main occupational
specialty was Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD). After a few years of gaining experience and skill in that field, he
decided it was time to step it up and try
out for the SEALs like his father before
him. This is where he would learn some
of the most important philosophies that
would drive him in his life, and where he
would finally feel challenged for the first
time.
In the teams, in order for a team to
excel and carry out their missions each
member must accept that they are in a
team. This means that they must rely
and trust each other completely, and
never let each other down. The mission
depends on it, and so does their lives.
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A direct result of this philosophy is the
support and inspiration that comes from
the brothers to the left and to the right, a
drive that pushes one another to levels
that wouldn’t be found on your own.
Eventually, the worst thing in the
world to a SEAL is to let your team down,
to fail to live up to expectations. Staying on the fringe is what came naturally
to Mikal, and even in the teams he still
avoided being the centerpiece. It wasn’t
until leadership came that he found his
true calling: leading his men into combat became the highlight of his life.
With leadership, everything seemed
to finally fall into place. The challenge
of leadership, the never-ending lessons
to be learned, and the honor that came
with leading a team that he would mold
and guide to victory time after time. The

most powerful experience while leading his team was coming back from a mission
with your men and having them give him that look of gratitude and awe because
of his guidance and getting out of their way so they can do what they do best.
The missions themselves were important as well, not only carrying them out
but seeing how they have affected the battlefield or the community that benefited
from their actions. For Mikal, he loved his job, but it wasn’t about getting to kill
people, it was about something much more than that. “It’s not the act of killing, it’s
the affect of killing someone, the affect of killing a terrorist has on a community
that was suffering because of that terrorist.” That was what made him love his job,
seeing how the actions of his team directly affected the lives of those connected
in some way in a positive manner. For Mikal, it was about bringing relief and hope.
Eventually the mission would take Mikal to Iraq, where fate would decide that it
was time for him to retire from the teams and move on to civilian life. His transport
was hit with a roadside IED, but not causing apparent serious injuries to himself.
They continued on with the mission and reported to base for debrief and a medical examination. At the time, Mikal though maybe a muscle had been strained or
pulled. He went on for another 5 years dealing with excruciating pain, sucking it
up and standing side by side with his men.
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Eventually, the pain became too
much to bare and he finally went to
find out what the problem was. Was it
a pulled muscle that refused to heal?
Or perhaps a pinched nerve or slipped
disc? No, nothing that simple. No, no,
this is a SEAL here. So for 5 years after the IED attack, Mikal was running
missions and kicking ass with a broken
neck. Yep, that IED actually broke his
neck, and he went on like it was an everyday thing. Due to surgery and the
extent of the damage, he had no other
choice but to retire from the teams and
move on to opportunities that the civil-
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ian world had to offer.
It wasn’t long before he decided to
get back to one of his favorite passions,
acting. While working on Cross Roads,
he began to discuss the next series on
Frank Ziede’s table. After talking about
different aspects of the film, it was clear
to Frank that Mikal was the perfect person to lead in the BLACK project.
In BLACK, Mikal plays Carnahan,
who is hired to get shit done that can’t
be done by any legal means. He is the
man to call when morality is not an is-

sue, when you need someone that
doesn’t make excuses, just brings results. Carnahan is the type that likes to
keep operations clean, but isn’t afraid to
get dirty if the job demands it. But Carnahan is a conflicted man, torn between
his sense of duty and morality, constantly waging an internal struggle to maintain control over the rage and darkness
that is ripping and clawing at the cage,
trying to get out. He walks a tightrope of
self control, knowing that if he goes to
far he may never come back.
During his time filming BLACK, Mikal
felt back at home for the first time since
retiring. Knowing that he was surrounded by true professionals that were there
with the same intent, to get it done, and to
get it done right. There were no corners
cut here, even with the $10,000 budget
constraint. It was more about delivering
the best possible film. Everything was
spot on for Mikal, from the lines to the
attention to detail and realism. The thing
that really resonated with Mikal was
the people that he worked with, everyone was spot on and professional, not
a single person was ever late or even
so much as made a mistake. For Mikal,
this project was the definition of being in
the right place and the right time, with
the right people. Through their crew, Mikal got to embrace his role just as he
did when leading his team while serving. Working with the cast and crew also
helped expand his own personal skill
set, has he was able to pull from others
to help improve on his own foundation,
bringing a true translation of energy and

character to his work. Without the collective dedication and hard work given
by everyone involved, BLACK wouldn’t
be what it is plain and simple.
During our discussion, Mikal wanted
to emphasize how important the fans are
to the creation of BLACK, which without
their support could have a very different fate. He feels an extreme sense of
honor and gratitude for being given the
opportunity to take part of this project,
and others to come in the future. Without you and your support he wouldn’t
be where he is, and where he is going.
For this he thanks all of you, and hopes
to keep giving you want you want, and
leaving you feeling excited and empowered as if you were a part of the movie
yourself.
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Konstantin
Khrustov
By Gary Williams

O

n BLACK the Web Series, there is one bad guy you love to hate, Oleg Anatonov. The
main character, Carnahan literally mops the floor with this bad guy. We know he has
to be an important bad guy, because he’s the only one that’s left alive after the first season!
Oleg is played by 28 year old actor Konstantin Khrustov.
Konstantin was born in the former Soviet Union in what is now Kazakhstan but grew up
in Uzbekistan. At age 9 Konstantin performed in his first play as a witch in Russian folklore
fairy tale. As a self-proclaimed nerd of sorts, a young Konstantin spent most of his time doing his homework making sure it was done perfectly. Laughingly he quipped that he was a
perfectionist with a slight case of OCD. He spent most of his growing up and teen years in
Uzbekistan until his family moved to U.S. and made Chicago, Illinois their home.
Konstantin’s first job in the US was unloading 18 wheelers filled with furniture. It was long
and hard work, but it was all worth it. He said that after spending his first day’s wages to buy
a new pair of sneakers and wallet, he had no money to put into the wallet. I guess that was
what the next days of work were for. As for sports, Konstantin says that he’s still a football
fan, but unfortunately that means soccer to him. He enjoys playing soccer or watching European or English Premier League soccer or even some beach volleyball. US football…. Only
if it’s, Da’ Bears….. and only if it’s in the Super Bowl.
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Konstantin enjoys traveling with family on vacations,
taking many a camping trip in
the Midwest. But after years
of attacks from mosquitoes
and other bugs he now opts
for being a hotel kind of guy.
He says that he spends most
of his time either reading or
with his photography, but he
most enjoys working on various characters for his acting
and preparing for auditions.
Education was important
to Konstantin, so he studied
at the University of Illinois at
Chicago, receiving his BS in
Electrical Engineering, but
his passion was still in acting. So he also completed
acting programs at the Second City Training Center and
a Meisner Program at ActOne
Studio along with on-camera
classes. Even a bit of sketch
comedy.
Konstantin’s job before
starting BLACK was in a 20th

Anniversary Theatre Production of the play called “Hellcab” at Profiles Theatre in
Chicago. For 4 months he
played the main character
as a Chicago cab driver on
a bitterly cold Christmas day
with an array of different passengers. He said it was a
real rollercoaster of a performance.

place, Uzbekistan, where
some of the BLACK scenes
take place. Although Konstantin has no military or police experience, his character
of an evil Russian terrorist is
spot on. During filming between Konstantin and Mikal
Vega’s character, director
Frank Ziede gave both actors
a bit of artistic freedom and
let them roll with the punches
so to speak. Konstantin said
that his throat hurt a bit the
day after filming and it wasn’t
until he remembered Mikal
choking his character did he
realize what it was from. Now
there is an actor that gives it
his all!

With all Konstantin’s work
with preparing for auditions,
he said that he didn’t get the
opportunity for a normal audition. Director Frank Ziede
needed a character that could
speak Russian and a common friend saw Konstantin’s
performance in “Hellcab”
where he did a bit of cursing
I asked Konstantin if he
in Russian. I’m guessing that had any good dirt on any of
cursing in Russian might have his fellow actors, he gave a
fit the bill perfectly for BLACK. heartfelt reply, “Oh noo, they
are much bigger than me and
Konstantin and his char- they are former service men,
acter Oleg Anatonov share a don’t want to make enemies
very interesting fact that they with these guys. In all truth,
are actually from the same I got nothing on them…. Yet!”
The realism and the commitment of the other actors was
outstanding and BLACK allowed him the opportunity to
live the life of another character and go places we are not
allowed to go in real life.
So will we see a return of
Oleg in season 2? Konstantin
sure hopes so. And Oleg has
a message for his friends,…
“You better watch BLACK
soon if you wanna stay my
friend, yo!”
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Andre
Jackson
By Mark Anderson

I

had the pleasure of talking with Andre Jackson who as it turns out grew up not all that far
from me. Andre plays the role of the sniper in BLACK and since he shares my interest for
long range shooting I wanted to find out more about him.
How did you get involved with BLACK?
Interesting story, Frank and I both went to the same acting academy, obviously at two different times. But we’re both alumni of the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. So at the time
I was in the Lion King and I just happen to be in town during a film festival where Frank had a
film in the festival. So as it turned out I was seated in the middle of Frank’s group. So when
they asked for the people involved in the film to stand up. Everyone around the stood up so
frank said why don’t you stand up too. So I went ahead and stood up and I thought I would
introduce myself. We talked a little bit about who I was and what I was doing. Then Frank
said, “We should work together”. I told him, I was down with it because the film they made with
great. It was a comedy about a bank robbery. These guys get all their guns and go to rob the
bank and it is the banks last day open. So there’s no cash.
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So Frank called me a few
months later and told me
about BLACK. And since
I saw what Frank could do
with a camera on such a limited budget I was excited. So
that’s how I ended up as the
sniper in BLACK.
Tell me a little bit about your
background and how it prepared you for this part?
I have a military background. I enlisted in the Marine Corps when I was 17
years old. I served for eight
years and during that time I
was also in Force Recon. It
took advantage of the GI bill,
went to school and discovered acting. So I draw on that
combat background quite a
bit. In fact I did a commercial
a while back where they needed someone who is an expert with parachutes. I never
thought that my marine background would ever supplement my acting career. When
I initially enlisted, I was O3-11
infantry, just a basic grunt. I
had pretty good scores so I
could pretty much go to any
MOS I wanted to. I grew up
in a fairly protected environment. My parents were great
and had me focus a lot on
academics. I was never really a physically active kid, so
I felt I had something to prove
to myself. I didn’t want to
work in office or sit at a desk.
I wanted to get out there and
get dirty with the rest of the
guys. So against my parent’s
20

better judgment I joined the
infantry. It was pretty boring, not a lot of action there.
It wasn’t what I thought it was
going to be. A lot of humping
around with gear and stuff like
that. So I spoke to a couple of
buddies of mine and they had
a friend who was in Security
Forces. It seemed interesting. It’s a lot better than walking around on 20 mile humps.
I went ahead and tried that
out for a little over a year. It
was almost more boring than
being a grunt, because I was
stuck indoors all day. However, I ended up on a security detail for Al Gore and
since he was from Tennessee
and I was from Arkansas, we
started talking. He asked me
what I wanted to do and at the
time I was thinking about joining the Secret Service. I was
hungry for some action. He
ended up writing me a letter
of commendation. And I was
able to use that to get into Recon School. So I went out for
that and it was probably the
most challenging and taxing
experience of my life. And I
got when I asked for, a lot of
action all over the Middle East
and Afghanistan. The last
overseas deployment I had
was in Tikrit. I was an E-5
when I got out.
So were you ever a sniper
in the Marine Corps?
When I was in basic I wanted to learn all about weaponry. They noticed that I was

doing really well and asked
me what kind of experience I
had. I told them this was it.
I’d never shot before. They
said, “That’s why… you’re
a blank slate. Good shot or
bad shot you don’t let it bother you. You’re smart and you
take your time. ” I remember I
was in the third phase of basic and the D.I.’s called me
into their office and told me
congratulations you’re going to be a sniper. I was 17
years old that sounded really
exciting. So I said let’s do it.
They said just sign this paperwork, but something about
that made me really nervous.
So I asked if I could make a
phone call and get some advice. D.I.’s were all over me,
“What do you mean you need
to call and check with somebody. You’re a marine”. So

I called my dad who is in the
Air Force and he is even more
excited than me. So the drill
sergeants were like, “Are you
happy now.” I asked if I could
make one more phone call.
“Oh great here we go again”,
they said. So I called my mom
and she had a completely
different reaction. She said,
“Could you really do that”.
And I said, “What do you
mean? You should see me.
I’m awesome!” I was hitting
targets the size of an apple at
500 yards. I had never done
that before. I was excited.
But my mom said,” But the
targets aren’t shooting back
at you. Could you really kill
someone”? I thought about
it… I didn’t know. So I talked to the drill sergeants and
asked how much time I had.
And they said, “Right now.”
“Well, if all I have is right now

then the answer is no”. And I
paid for that in many ways. Of
course I regretted that later as
I matured as a Marine. I look
back and that opportunity as
something I always wanted to
do. Funny enough now I get
to portray that in BLACK.
So what are you doing to
prepare yourself for that
role?
Well, I know a lot of Marine Snipers so I’ve been talking to them and doing a lot of
research. A lot of it is living
inside the mind of a sniper the
more I learn about it the more
I am fascinated by it. Snipers are responsible for saving
more lives than I think people
realize. The amount of discipline you have to have as a
sniper is amazing. It’s really
really inspiring. I’m trying to

convince Frank to let me carry
a CheyTac in the next season
of BLACK.
So tell me about the other
actors you are working
with?
Well there’s Mikal Vega,
he’s the real deal. Besides
being a decorated Navy Seal.
Obviously he knows what he’s
doing on set. As an actor he
is still new in the acting game.
But I’ll say this about him. He
is extremely dedicated to what
he’s doing and he has what
they call the “it” factor. That
thing that makes you watch
someone even when they’re
doing nothing. I could watch
Denzel Washington read the
newspaper. Mikal has that
sort of thing about him. It’s
fun to be around someone
with that sort of charisma on
screen and the camera actually captures it. I know plenty
of people who are charismatic but put them in front of a
camera and it all goes away.
Then there’s Wesley John, he
plays the UNSUB. I’ve known
Wesley as long as I’ve known
Frank. He is a super dedicated actor, really intense. Wesley is so different from the actor he portrays. He always
plays these really intense
bad guys. But in real life you
couldn’t find a nicer guy. He’s
gentle like a puppy you know.
But he can turn on and turn
it off like that. It’s scary. I go
through a process. Even if it
is one scene with no dialogue
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I go through a process to find
that character in that moment.
Wesley is one of those actors
that has it on tap. Then there
is Max also relatively new to
the acting game just rocking it
with his talent. He was studying lines the night before when
we were going to go out and
eat and he just wanted to stay
and work on his character development which in hindsight
would be expected in such a
professional. The next day
he showed up on set off book
with a character with clear intentions about what his goals
and motivations were. This
usually takes me months to
develop. He is just very impressive.
So when did you meet MSG
Mullen?
We were in Chicago and
it was wintertime so he’s got
these parkas on and sweaters
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and so on. He looked like he
was fit but I had no idea until
we got to the set and started
on the wardrobe change and
his arms are bigger than my
entire head. This dude is incredibly fit. And he’s telling
me that after this is over he’s
going to get fit again. And I
said, “What do you mean get
fit again?” He’s a beast of a
man. Whenever he is eating
or whenever genes he has, I
need some in my life.
So last question, give me
a funny story you can think
from you days as a Marine?

canteen with Jack Daniels.
He was going to have a good
day. We’re in Iraq and it’s
just scorching heat. We’re
out there and we’re thirsty of
course. And he is sitting back
trying to encourage us to have
a drink from his canteen. We
of course turned it down. So
the day goes on and it’s just
getting hotter and hotter. And
it’s not even noon and this
guy’s completely wasted and
sick. So we’re on our way
back and we look around and
we don’t see Buford. We had
been doing regular check in’s
every 2 minutes. So we go
back and we find him completely passed out. He is
covered in dust and dirt and
sand. So we’re dragging him
back and dragging him back
to our camp. So we get back
and everyone wants to know
what’s going on. We try and
cover for him the best we can,
but it’s obvious this guy is
wasted. So we look through
his gear and this guy has a
complete liquor store going
on. I mean he’s got Whiskey,
got Burbon. He’s got Vodka.
He’s got it all. Then he had
to face the CO in the morning
and he’s trying to explain himself. What he was thinking,
what he was doing. So that
night we had a party with all
of his contraband alcohol and
he got put on cleanup detail.

I can think of a lot of them.
I’ll tell you one. There was
this one guy, I don’t know
if you are familiar with the
term “shit bird”. But we had
Be sure to keep your head
one in our platoon, and there
was always an issue involv- down in season 2 of BLACK
ing this guy Buford. So one as Andre provides overwatch.
day Buford decides to fill his

MARK
GOLDEN
By Gary Williams

W

hen you’re in a Close Quarters Battle
or conducting an Assault, you don’t
just want the guy next to you to be just
good, you want him to be Golden! Carnahan’s right hand man is named, Golden,
and is an ex-SPEC Ops turned contractor
there to cover his six! Golden is played
by 34 year old, decorated military veteran, Mark Golden. And sorry girls, he has
been taken off the market!
Mark grew up in a small rural town
outside of Pittsburgh playing High School
Soccer. The kind of town where everyone
knew everyone else and there was always
something going on to keep you from getting bored…. Like girls! Life in Pittsburgh
was good and Mark found himself at the
University of Pittsburgh. There he got
his first real jobs as a clerk at the college
bookstore and as a groundskeeper for the
college. Both of his jobs were surprisingly
fun and the bosses were great to work for.
And with the overabundance of persons of
the female persuasion, any and all stories
during this time period have been departmentalized and classified! Although Mark
was in the lucrative Doctor of Pharmacy
program, there was just something missing. Something that needed to be more
physically challenging. So Mark left college to join the Navy to see what he was
truly capable of.
After receiving his initial training, Mark
entered SEAL training and moved to San
Diego, staying on for the duration of his
time in the Navy as a SEAL Team member. SEAL Training was just what Mark
was looking for. In addition to the immense amounts of tactical and weapons
training, SEALs train in explosives, SCUBA and Sky Diving. Mark has had 4 deployments during his 10 plus years in the
Navy with over 8 years as a member of
SEAL Team 5. His training includes Spe23

cial Warfare and Small Unit
Tactics, specializing in Special Reconnaissance and has
real life experiences in Iraq
and Afghanistan as a sniper
and Joint Terminal Attack
Controller (JTAC). He’s even
done some UAV piloting. It
was just what he needed and
was looking for.

he’s seeking to help promote
the great values that our nation was founded on and remind people that it’s ok to
take pride in America.
Mark enjoys watching football and hockey and wouldn’t
be allowed back into Pittsburgh if his favorite teams
weren’t the Steelers, Penguins and the Pirates! (Mark
actually added that he thinks
it’s safe to admit to being a
Pirates fan again!), but when
pressed on who was going to
the Super bowl this year, he
would only commit to two of
the NFL teams. He wouldn’t
say which, so I’m going to
have to give it to him.
Point… Mark.

Mark is a very active person that enjoys golfing, hiking
and camping, dirt bike riding
and snowboarding… basically any kind of activity that gets
you outside and the blood
pumping. Given the choice of
preference of either camping
or staying at 4 star hotel, he’d
take both! Or either! Like he
said, you can’t spend every
day killing bad guys and eating snakes in the jungle, but
Always looking for a new
if someone right now would adventure to stretch himself
knock on his door and say,
“Let’s go!”, he’s got his ruck
packed and ready to go.
So what can someone that
has almost done it all, do to
continue accomplishing new
and great things? Well, if
you were Mark, you’d create
a clothing line for men. The
clothing line’s name is Cannon Drive and is currently being sold wholesale at www.
cannondriveclothing.com
.
Never to set too long on past
accomplishments, Mark is
coming out with a new line
called Heritage that will be
sold retail and will be coming out before this Christmas.
With both lines of clothing,
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physically and mentally, Mark
took a part in Transformers 3:
Dark Of The Moon playing a
SEAL Captain. In T3, Mark
actually had a few lines and
was given an opportunity to
honor two close friends that
he lost in Iraq. When he was
asked to come up with official sounding callsigns to use
in a scene, Mark chose the
first as, “Marc, Lima, Echo,
Echo” to honor Marc Lee having the last name spelled out
phonetically. For the second
call sign, he honored Mikey
Monsoor by using, “Monsoor,
2 ,5, 0” which is Mikey’s last
name with his BUD/S (Initial
SEAL Training) class number.
It was a very special moment
where he was given an opportunity to show respect for
his fallen comrades.
Before

filming

BLACK,

Mark also played a Mountain
Warfare Team Member in a
TV series called, “The Last
Ship”. The interesting thing
about this is, that it won’t have
its first airing until 2014. But
to Mark, acting has been very
enjoyable and exciting. Mark
said that with each movie or
show he’s been part of, he’s
been blessed with having
very cool people to work with.
Even when Frank Ziede kept
Mikal Vega and him on the
set for long periods of time in
the freezing cold, he was still
thrilled by all the people that
worked so hard to make everything come together.
Mark’s
character
in
BLACK is only referenced
as “Golden”, a former SPECOps that is now working as a

contractor with Carnahan as
his wingman. The character
isn’t too far from Mark’s real
life persona, so transitioning into character was pretty
seamless. He hopes that in
future seasons that there is
enough time to really develop
the character for the viewers.
As the side-kick to the main
character, Golden has to be
100% dependable and take
care of everything Carnahan
can’t. Mark said that on the
professional actor level that
he hopes BLACK will make
him better and that it will begin to gain more attention and
enthrall the viewers. It is also
exciting to be part of something unique and new. It will
be interesting to see where
this goes with plotlines but
also the medium of distribu-

tion. Will it continue to air on
the web or move to standard
TV or Cable markets? So
many possibilities, it’s very
cool! And the Director Frank
Ziede is just great. He genuinely listened to our input as
SEALs and it’s rare that you
get to feel like you playing
such a critical role in the production of the series.
Some of Mark’s most
memorable
time
during
BLACK was helping Mikal rehearse his lines the night before the shoot. Mikal is very
professional and it was great
to observe and be part of his
preparation. As far as any
shenanigans or ‘dirt’ on any of
the actors, Mark said that he
was taking the highroad and
would give Mikal the first play
on this one!
As BLACK makes plans
for “Season 2”, we are all
hoping to see more of the action and excitement that intrigued us in the first season.
With so much talent and time
spent on the technical and
tactical realism you just know
that BLACK is going to stand
out from any other action film
or series. What will happen
next is still under wraps, but
there are so many great plotlines that can be developed,
that this next season should
be great! The one thing that
is totally clear is that when
you’re watching BLACK, and
Carnahan needs someone to
cover his six, he’s Golden!
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WESLEY
JOHN
By Adam Runner

T

he Filipino-born actor Wesley John
has played in a variety of movies
and TV series over the last decade, including The Scorpion King and the TV
series The Unit. I was able to speak
with him about his role as the villain in
the web series BLACK as well as life in
general.

I read that you were born and
raised to a missionary family in the
Philippines and made your way to
the US on your own when you were
still pretty young. What drove you to
make such a drastic change?
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Not as drastic as it may seem! My
parents visited the US often to promote
their work. I was offered an art scholarship by a university in Michigan through
connections they made. Unfortunately,
the visa issued was just for me and not
my whole family. It was probably the
toughest decision my parents had to
make, at that time, to let me go live on
my own half a world away. But we knew it
was an opportunity we couldn’t pass up.
I wasn’t even 17 years old my freshman
year in college (I graduated high school
in the Philippines at 16.). Anyway, long
story short...During my senior year, my
art class went on a weeklong excursion
to NYC. It was during that trip, in between visits to the art galleries, that I
saw “Les Miserables” on Broadway. It
moved me so profoundly that I decided
shortly afterwards that I wanted to train
to become a professional actor and be
a part of something so powerful and artistic and entertaining and fun!

What interests you outside of acting? Do you have any hobbies?
I own a loud, rough n tumble chopper/bobber motorcycle that I like to
ride and tinker with...I have a big blood
python for a pet...Oh, and I’m a pretty
hardcore table tennis player. Obsessed!
Like tournaments every other week obsessed!

Was there a specific thing about
your character in BLACK that sparked
your interest?

When Frank first approached me to
possibly play the “villain” for this military
black ops piece he was writing, I needed no prompting to be all in! The concept alone was enough for me to sign
on. Now once he revealed that the character would be TWO brothers masterminding a terror plot, I mean c’mon! This
is pretty much an actor’s wet dream!
When the stakes in a story are sky-high,
You have played a few action/mili- (intense passion, revenge-seeking, intary characters. Were you in the mili- sanity) that’s what gets me going!
tary yourself?
No. I’ve had basic military training as
part of the government-mandated high
school curriculum in the Philippines. (I
Prior to BLACK, had you worked
know my M-1s!) But that’s about it. I feel with any of the cast members?
almost embarrassed to mention this,
considering the extensive and highly
Not at all. It was my first time working
distinguished military careers of my with the entire cast and crew. The only
BLACK co-stars!
person familiar to me on the set was
Frank.
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YES! On the climactic scene of the
What is your favorite part about
show, (**SPOILER ALERT**) my charplaying in BLACK?
acter takes two on the chest. Frank had
That’s easy! Hand-down, without a brought up the idea of using actual paintdoubt, meeting and working alongside ball pellets fired from an actual paintball
Ranger Hall-of-Famer Msg Max Mullen, gun to use for the shots so there’d be
Seals Mikal Vega and Mark Golden. I some red splatter for the FX team to enmean, I had never met real-life opera- hance as “blood” later. Now, I’d never
tors and such a distinguished group at gone paintballing before but I heard
that. These are the best of the best of that if unprotected it can really sting and
our US Military; all remarkable human leave some serious welts. So I was a bit
beings! It was an honor. I’ll forever cher- hesitant with the idea. Well, Msg Mullen came up with this contraption which
ish the experience.
helped ease my worries. He had made
this 8”x10” double-folded cardboard
chest plate that we slipped and secured
under my wardrobe. So at this point, I’m
Are there any funny stories from feeling confident. I even knocked on it
the BLACK set you wouldn’t mind with my knuckles and it felt solid. Now
the moment comes, the cameras roll...
sharing?
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out from under my shirt with the paintball pellet still on it and everyone went,
“WOAH!!!”

Are you working on anything currently that you’d like our readers to
know about?
Yes! I just came back from the inaugural Salt Lake Comic Con, where my
action-fantasy feature film Orc Wars
premiered. I star as a blind native American mystic, who’s also a swordfighter!
Sounds insane, right? Let’s just say the
orcs never see it coming! And I’m also
starring in the upcoming film, Intrepid,
a sci-fi thriller due out later this winter. I
play a bounty hunter in the not-too-distant future, hot on the trail of the hero,
played by Booboo Stewart (Twilight
Saga, X-Men: Days of Future Past).
Frank himself fires the paint-ball gun.
Two shots. The first splatters onto my
hidden cardboard chestplate. Perfect!
The second...well it ended up penetrating the double-folded cardboard plate!
But not only that...the pellet then didn’t
explode! It just got lodged on the second cardboard layer and just stayed
there burning my skin. Being the consummate professional that I am, I didn’t
move or flinch until Frank called “Cut!”.
It seemed like forever but once he called
cut, I jumped up and screamed like a
b*tch it stung so bad! Everyone was
wondering what was happening with
me! I pulled the cardboard chest piece
29
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www.facebook.com/stickerups

@stickerups

Ask about wholesale pricing
and store sample: info@sticker-ups.com
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SAVE
SECONDS.
SAVE
LIVES.
ACTIVE PATROL BREACHING KIT
The Active Patrol Breaching Kit has been designed to provide
officers with new options to make entry when time is of the
essence. Compact enough to fit in today’s crowded patrol
vehicles, the Active Patrol Breaching Kit comes packed in a
durable nylon case with a quick-detach shoulder strap.

WWW.511TACTICAL.COM/BREACHING
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MARCH OR DIE!
MSG (RET.)
Mad Max
Mullen
By Gregory Wong

S

hot over 5 days in two states with a budget of roughly $10,000, BLACK
is a fast paced web series based around the world of clandestine operations. Filmed in a style like that of act of valor, Call of Duty, and 24 these
quick glimpses into the world of the shadow war give audiences a taste of
the real war on terror. Created by Writer/Director Frank T. Ziede BLACK is
lined with a cast and crew of stellar actors and real military veterans such as
Mikal Vega, Wesly John, Max Mullen and several others.
We got a chance to talk to Max Mullen the decorated and recent Ranger
Hall of Fame Inductee about his experience behind the BLACK The Web
Series.
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How did BLACK get
started and How did you
get involved?
I just happened to be in
the right place at the right
time and got a call from
Frank Ziede to jump on
the project.
So what was the Intent
behind the quick episodes that make up the rience as a Ranger since
BLACK Web Series?
Agent Duncan is a Ranger
himself. I talked to some
In BLACK we want to friends who have experispring right in the action. ence in the Agency and
A lot of web series are built this character that
very long and drawn out was going to be one of
taking too long to get to the driving forces behind
the action. We jump right BLACK.
into it. For example the
CIA director gets bombed What was it like working
right away during the In- with the other actors in
terrogation. BLACK stays the crew?
onto the latest info from
the Global War on Terror.
Wesley (Unsub) is a
They were talking about phenomenal actor he took
finding explosives in the the time worked with me
bodies of terrorists and and help developed my
we implemented that into character and refine my
BLACK.
acting skills on the set.
My Role as Duncan was
How did you prepare basically to guide and
for the role of CIA Agent keep Carnahan in within
Duncan?
his limits. Give him the
mission and the tools to
I drew upon my expe- execute it.

So shooting took place
in several locations in
the mid west. I know
you live down in Atlanta Georgia so how was
traveling to the Midwest
to film for the 5 day
shoot?
Several Scenes were
filmed up in Chicago. I’m
from Illinois, its where I
joined the army. So I was
already familiar with the
area. We put in a long
hours. 12-13 hour days.
People think acting is
easy. It’s not. But let me
tell you they deserve
that money. It completely
changed my whole mindset on acting. I looked it
at from the military side,
rehearsals, actions on the
objective. You know open
the door hold the position,
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say your lines and reset turn in the second seand shoot it again from a ries of BLACK? If so will
different angle.
Duncan have get into
some more gunfights
With your history as a this time around?
Soldier and your experience doing tactical opGotta stay tuned for
erations I was wonder- next season
ing what kind of input
did you have on the se- So what are some upries/story?
coming events for the
crew of BLACK?
That’s one thing I like
about Frank, he wanted
MAX- December 13th,
to be authentic with the 14th,15th we will be at the
characters and the weap- Guardian Center pushons and tactics. He’s open
to feedback and the experience we bring to the
table. Gotta remember
that it’s his show though.
We had freedom to adlib
or be dynamic to bring
more to the scenes and I
think that really shows on
screen.
So what was your favorite part of the BLACK
web series?
I think for sure when I
went there and fired the
guy up of course. That
and getting to talk about
the new unit that we were
forming and how that
leads into the next season
Will Duncan make a re36

ing BLACK and we might
shoot some scenes for
season 2 there as well
later in the year.
So with how well the
first season was received what can we expect from season 2?
The second season is
going to be action on steroids. It’s going to take
place in more areas, and
you don’t want to miss this
season. We got some

major sponsors coming
on board. Episodes are
going to be longer and
this is coming from the
MAD MAX and THIS IS
MAD MAX APPROVED!
This NCO Professional
Development is brought
to you by MAD MAX.
Let me tell you something. I have Three tours
in Korea, been in all three
of the Ranger Battalions,
Jumped into Salines Airstrip, French jump wings,
German jump wings, and

been able to meet some of
the greatest special operations guys in the world. I
have been humbled when
the FT. Benning Infantry Commander told me I
was his RI when he was a
Second Lieutenant. I said
whoa it’s been that long?
I can go on and on, NEVER put any limitations on
yourself, I had to go to
Summer School to make
up a half a credit. I had a
counselor who told me I
wouldn’t mount up to anything. When I joined the
army the motto was “be all

you can be”. When I was
in Korea I had a Platoon
Sergeant who sent me to
the Soldier of the month
board and told me I better
Pass. I won Battalion, Brigade, and Division NCO
of the quarter. I also met
at the time Major General
David Grange. He asked
me what I wanted to do. I
told him “Sir I want to be
a Ranger”. At that time
Capt Danny McKnight
got my info and couple
months later I headed to
the Ranger Regiment and
the rest is history. I owe
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these men so much. If
you have a Soldier of the
month board go for it, any
school go for it. No one
can tell you what you can’t
do. The worst enemy is
the man staring back in
the mirror.
Thanks for taking the
time with us MAX!
Alright thank you for
the interview. I know we
said a lot. If you have any
questions in the future let
me know!
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MEET THE GEAR

By Thomas Dixon
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A

s you may have noticed by now
this issue is dedicated to the webseries BLACK. Creator, producer and
director Frank Ziede has exhausted a
lot of time and effort in making the gear
and weapons in this web-series seem
as close to what the real operators in
the field would be using. Because of
budget constraints MIL-SIM or airsoft
weapons were used in lieu of real steel
weaponry, aside from that all the gear
you see was the real McCoy. In this
article we will look at what was actually
used. The following gear is just a small
portion of what was used.
Let us begin with some of the
clothing. You will notice our operators

sporting a soft-shell jacket by Triple
Aught Design called the “Stealth Hoodie”. All though I haven’t had the opportunity to do a review on this piece of
gear you can find all the specs on it at
the Triple Aught Design website http://
store.tripleaughtdesign.com/Apparel/
Jackets/Stealth-Hoodie. A lot of you
may be asking what kind of plate carrier was used. The Weesatch by High
Speed Gear was used as one of the
plate carriers. I can personally attest to
the level of craftsmanship and performance you will see from High Speed
Gear products. The Weesatch is one
of the most comfortable and well-built
plate carriers I have ever donned. The
Weesatch is a smaller version of the

Wasatch plate carrier. It features 6 internal magazine pouches that can hold
2 M4 magazines in each pouch with
a bungee retention system. By doing
this they have reduced the bulk of the
plate carrier in-order to produce a more
sleek and comfortable system. Without
all the bulk of external pouches this
allows the operator better weapons
manipulation along with easier ingress
and egress from vehicles and aircraft.
Besides the fore mentioned internal
pouches, the Weesatch also feature
an internal admin pouch, smaller loop
lined pouches on the wings and plenty
of Velcro real estate for patches. Feel
free to follow this link to find out more
about the Weesatch and other great
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products from High Speed Gear and
don’t forget to tell them that Tactical
Mil-sim Magazine sent you. http://www.
highspeedgear.com/hsgi/weesastchplate-carrier-40WE.html
Also featured were several BlackHawk products, including their tactical
vest, ball caps and the level 3 Serpa
drop leg holster. While I can speculate and try tell you about the product I
cannot fully guarantee anything being
as I have never personally used any
of them. However several individuals
I know in law enforcement swear by
them and you can find out more here
at http://www.blackhawk.com/. One
last piece of kit you may notice is the
D.A.R.K. by Dark Angel Medical. This
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is another piece of kit I can personally
attest to. I have had a D.A.R.K. now
for about a year on my battle belt and
another in my vehicle. This little IFAK
packs a huge punch as far as personal
first aide for today’s operator dealing
with battlefield trauma as well as any
patrol officer or even avid shooter. Be
sure to keep your eyes open in future
issues of this publication for a full review on the D.A.R.K., but until then you
can find out more by following this link
http://www.darkangelmedical.com/ .
For all you hardcore “Mil-Simers”
out there I will do my best to list out the
airsoft technology that was featured on
the web-series.

UMAREX H&K 416 gas blow back.
• Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer
• Magazine Capacity: 35 Rounds
(6mm )
• Length: 805-887mm
• Barrel Length: 375 mm
• System: Gas Blowback, Semi /
Full Auto, Hop-Up
• Muzzle Velocity: 430-450fps with
0.2g bb

KWA H&K G36
• Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer
• Magazine Capacity: 470 rounds
(6mm )
• Length: 840 mm
• Barrel Length: 247mm
• System: recommended 8.4V
1200 mAH NiMH Battery, Semi /
Full Auto, Hop-Up
• Muzzle Velocity: 380+ fps with
0.2g bb
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0.2g bb
Echo 1 Red Star AK700
• Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer
• Magazine Capacity: 500 Rounds
(6mm )
• Length: 914 mm
• Barrel Length: 455 mm
• System: recommended 8.4V
1200
mAH NiMH Battery, Semi / Full
Auto, Hop-Up
• Muzzle Velocity: 395 fps with
0.2g bb
KWA KRISS VECTOR
• Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer
• Magazine Capacity: 24 [49]
Rounds ( 6mm )
• Length: 630 mm
• Barrel Length: 125 mm
• System: Gas Blowback Force
Velocity [FV] , Semi / Full Auto,
Hop-Up
• Muzzle Velocity: 360-380 fps with
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TOKYO MARUI HI-CAPA 5.1
•

Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer

•

Magazine Capacity: 31 Rounds
( 6mm )

•

Length: 222 mm22 mm

•

Barrel Length: 114 mm

•

System: Gas Blowback, Semi,
Hop-Up

•

Muzzle Velocity: 300 fps with
0.2g bb

KWA M226 PTP
•

Build Material: Aluminum Alloy /
Steel / Fiber reinforced polymer

•

Magazine Capacity: 23 Rounds
(6mm )

•

Length: 190 mm

•

Barrel Length: 95 mm

•

System: Gas Blowback New
Structure 2 [NS2] , Semi, Hop-Up

•

Muzzle Velocity: 340-350 fps with
0.2g bb
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Bugging In and Out…

The Survival

Basics…

(Part 1 of a Series)
By: Waysun Johnny Tsai
Photos By: Jimmy Prewitt

W

In Episode Five of
BLACK, Johnny Tsai made
his debut as the hand to
hand fighter that meets
his end by Duncan’s lead.
Johnny was also instrumental in bringing in Blackhawk
as a sponsor of BLACK. I’m
sure we will see more of
him.

ilderness survival, urban Survival, civil unrest, disaster preparedness… bugging in/bugging out! We are hearing these
buzz terms more frequently then ever before. The rise in popularity
of these terms can be partially traced to television sensationalism
on shows like Doomsday Preppers’ and (of course) because of You
Tube videos as well as internet blogs on survival, gun and knife forums.
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Prepping for the Zombie Apocalypse
can be laughable and enjoyable, prepping
for a disaster however is no joking matter.
Prepping for civil unrest can be downright
frightening. Whatever thought it is that
launches a person’s mindset into survival
mode, the bottom line is the same, You
need to be prepared with at least the basic necessities to keep you and your loved
ones alive (food, water, fire and shelter) for
short and/or long periods of time.

“Buggin in” A.K.A. “Riding
out the storm”:
Born and raised in Urban Chicago, I
can honestly say that we Chicagoans are
lucky that there have not been any real
natural disasters in my lifetime. The worst
we have had is drought, rains storms and
blizzards. Tornados usually touch ground
out in the rural suburban and farmland
areas. However, when we had a big blizzard that hit us a couple of years back, it
shut down Lake Shore Drive for several
hours, many people abandoned their vehicles and “hoarders” emptied out shelves
at all the local stores as the news warned
people to be prepared to stay in for 3-4
days. The hoarders bought up everything,
grocery stores were stripped down by panicked people. Yes, our city neighborhoods
has had flooding and we have been without power for several days (some weeks)
because of storms, but considering what
the rest of the country has been through
natural disaster wise, it really hasn’t been
that bad…unless you had absolutely nothing in your home as far as non-perishable
food goods and drinkable water.

whatever disastrous atmosphere that
haunts the outside of our doors is probably
the first choice of most. I mean, WHO really
wants to abandon their homes? Prepping
your home to bug in is an ongoing task. It
is a true chore that one must be diligent on
year round. It requires a plan and constant
monitoring and rotation of dry, canned and
non-perishable food goods and water supplies that should last your household a duration of 6-18 months. You will want to be
aware of your “additional family members”
like the in-laws or siblings that may be staying with you during this time of crisis. Additional mouths to feed can and will cut down
your supplies and rations by half or more,
so you will need to stock up accordingly.
Think about the amount of people who will
be in your home during a worst case sceSo, preparing to bug in and ride out nario. Try to do your best to calculate food
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and water storage. Do not be shy to tell
these people to chip in to the stockpile of
supplies. Everyone needs to put in if they
will be taking out.

what you have and may try to take what is
in your home. In my opinion, some form
of home defense is absolute requirement.
Laws on what kind of weapons that you
can keep in your home will vary from state
Without question, you will want basic to state; it is ultimately up to you to decide
things like “power”, a portable gas genera- on which laws you will follow and how you
tor is a good item to have. Dependent on will choose to protect your family.
engine size, a portable generator can power a small room, a space heater, a fridge,
One thing that each family member of
lamps, computers, charge cell phones your home should have handy are Bug Out
and batteries etc. There are also genera- Bags which are commonly reffered to as
tors that can power an entire home; these B.O.B.S, Go Bags or 72 hour bags. These
of course can be pretty pricey especially are generally study bags that hold everywhen it comes time for installation.
thing that you will need to “survive” for a
72 hour period in the case that you need
If you have plans to ”Bug in” you should to abandon your home. They should have
also have plans to board up and black out gear and supplies that have been tested
/tint out the windows to your home so oth- and checked and re-checked for any expiers cannot see in. In times of crisis and ration dates, you do NOT want a bottle of
civil unrest, people will tend to want to see expired Tylenol from 2008 when you have
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a stress headache from having to bug out
and leave your home. DO keep these bags
close to the exits of your home (coat closets etc.) and ready to GO, so when SHTF
you can grab them and bounce out of your
home quickly. There are several websites
such as www.fema.gov and www.redcross.
org out there that can provide you with information help you prepare for the worst
case scenario. These websites do offer 72
hour bug out bag gear suggestions, but
in case you do not have time to research
these websites on your own, I have put together a short list of suggestions of what
you should have in your bag.

eat items that can pack light and keep you
energized and going for a minimum of 3
days (72 hours).

3. Water. Pack as much water bottles
(some in a staineless steel bottle) as you
can carry, you are going to need it. Some
backpacks such as Camelbak (www.camelbak.com)have hydration bladder, these
are great. Have something to purify water
such as Iodine tablets or a portable water
purification straw like the Frontier Pro Water Filter from www.aquamira.com. Katadyn (www.katadyn.com)also makes stellar, easy to use water purification filters. I
have the Katayn Hiker Pro Microfilter and
absolutely love it, it gets all of the nasty’s
How to choose a bag and Iout
and makes good tasting water better.
what to have in your Bug Finally, a time proven way to kill nasty the
bacteria in your water is simply to bring it
Out Bag; The Basics.
a raging boil (in your stainless steel bottle)
1. A Sturdy bag that is easy to carry, for 10-15 minutes. Fire may not filter out
such as a backpack or messenger bag. your water but it will make it safe to drink
Try to choose one that is not military surplus if you can avoid it. Choose something that you can pack well enough but
not overload yourself so that you cannot
run when you need to. You do NOT want
to draw attention that you have supplies
and gear. I highly recommend NOT having anything with an NRA logo on it; this
is NOT the time to scream I have a gun.
The Go-Bag and Go-Brick bags that are
photographed for this article were supplied
by www.blackhawk.com. I used them because they were specifically designed as
cross shoulder sling packs that I can move
quickly with and it is a bonus that the have
size adjustable compartments inside.
2. Food. Have energy bars, Meals ready
to eat (MRE), granola, trail mix, ready to
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and safe for food prep.
4. Fire. You can get a pack of 5 Bic
lighters for around 5 bucks and they are
generally sold in air and water tight packaging. Rubbing two sticks in the wilderness
may seem romantic but lighters and storm
matches will makes fire faster, and that will
make you happy and warm. If my matches
are wet and my lighters just won’t work my
back up is my ESEE KNIVES Advanced
Fired Kit (www.eseeknives.com) I keep alcohol prep pads in the water proof tube,
they catch a spark fast. This fire kit also includes a built in compass, which can come
in very handy.

underwear, t-shirts, toothbrush, toothpaste, baby wipes etc…I know that Bear
Grylls can eat apples out of Bear shit, but
the more comfortable you are the better
the chance you won’t fall victim to depression during a shitty few days. Depression
leads to giving up, and we don’t want that.
Pack comfort items and a good read. If you
have children, pack an action figure or two
for them to play with and keep them busy.

10. Knives. Actually TWO good knives
(two is one, one is none) and a good multitool, these will be the most important tools
you can have in a true survival situation. A
larger knife for most of your zombie apocalypse type chopping and hacking (can re5. First Aid. Pack a first aid kit, build place a pack axe) and a smaller (back up)
one yourself or buy one at the store. If you
buy one from a big box store, go through it
and get rid of what you don’t need and add
the things you do such as Quik Clot (www.
quikcot.com) trust me you will want that in
your bag.
6. 2 Contractor sized garbage bags,
duck tape and para-cord. You can get pretty creative with these items.
7. 2 flashlights, spare batteries and a
crank or solar powered radio. I recommend
water and shock resistant flashlights that
take AA batteries and buying rechargeable
batteries. It will save you money in the long
run. You are going to want a portable crank
or solar powered radio to listen to emergency broadcasts.
8. Rain gear. You want to stay dry and
comfy right?
9. Other comfort items. Cleans socks,
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have to be self reliant. Remember, your Go
Bag is for when you choose to abandon
your home temporarily or for when you
need to get by for approximately a 72 hour
period in an emergency situation. There is
another style bag called the INCH Bag or
the “I’m not coming Home bag”…this bag
will have MORE supplies in it and should
be well thought out and put together as
well with the idea that you will NOT ever
be returning to your home.
I will cover more on that topic within the
next issue and will also discuss the actual
act of “Bugging Out” itself.
Before I go, I want you to keep in mind
knife for precision prep work. Your multitool for everything else. Keep these sharp that here are tens of thousands of armed
and always within an arms reach, you life Americans that are prepped and ready to
bug out into the woods and live off the wilmay depend on it.
derness. Ask yourself the big question of
11. Communication. If you can pack “is that where I will want to be as well?”
two way radios, do it.
Think about that one until the next issue
12. CASH the more the better. Cash and as always, Stay Safe…Stay Sharp…
currency in twenties and smaller bills. Stay Alive!
Keep your money spread out and hidden
on different areas of your body. CASH will
be your friend.
13. Prescription medications. It really
sucks to not have your meds when you
need them. CVS will most likely not be filling your prescription during this 72 hour
period. Have enough extra meds in your
bag to get you by.
The items in this list will not replace the
comforts of your home, but they should allow you to get by for a couple of days until
rescue comes, if it comes at all and that is
if you want to be found. Ultimately, you will
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